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GLOSSARY OF LEGAL TERMS

Legitimation
The process of conferring what in some legal systems is described as "legitimate" status on a child after its birth, as, for example, where parents of a child born outside marriage marry one another.

Declaration of prodigality
A ruling by a court that a curator or guardian should be appointed of a person whose extravagant habits manifest an inability to administer his own affairs.

Private international law: Conflict of laws
These expressions refer to the legal principles applied by our courts when an issue arises which contains a foreign element and when, accordingly, reference to the Irish legal system alone might be unjust or unreasonable.

Domicile
The term in private international law for the territory having a distinct legal system in which a person has his or her permanent home, a connection which determines what legal system regulates many of the legal questions affecting him or her personally. These include questions of status, e.g., whether a child is to be regarded in Irish law as the child of its natural parents or its adoptive parents.

Lex (or leges) domicilii
The law (or laws) of a person's domicile.

Lex successionis
The legal system which determines rights of succession or inheritance to a person's estate.

Lex patriae
National law.

Lex situs
The law of the place where the property is situated.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1. In its first programme of law reform, the Commission announced its intention of examining various aspects of private international law. When the present members of the Commission took up office in January 1987, they took the view that one of the branches of this subject which merited particular attention was the recognition of foreign adoption decrees. It seemed probable that there was a number of people living in the State who had been adopted abroad and that the number was likely to increase. It was also thought possible that, with the decrease in the number of children available for adoption within the State, an increasing number of Irish parents might be seeking to adopt children abroad. At that time, however, the Adoption (No.2) Bill 1987 was initiated and it was decided to defer further examination of the whole subject until the Bill's fate was known, since its provisions could have implications in the area of recognition of foreign adoption decrees. In the event, the Bill was referred by the President to the Supreme Court for a decision as to its constitutionality. Following the Court's ruling on the 26th July 1988 upholding the Bill's constitutionality, it was decided to resume the examination of the whole question.

2. As a first step, a Discussion Paper was prepared which was circulated to a number of bodies and persons with a special interest in the subject. This Paper contained the Commission's provisional recommendations on the question. Observations on the Commission's Paper were received from the following:

Mr Bernard Carey, Registrar of An Bord Uchtála.
District Justice Agnes Cassidy, former Chairman of An Bord Uchtála.
Mr P. F. Curran, Chairman of the Revenue Commissioners.
Mr Donal Devitt, Principal, Children's Legislation Division, Department of Health.
Mr Declan Quigley, Former Senior Legal Assistant, Office of the Attorney General.
Deputy Alan Shatter.

The Commission would like to express their gratitude to those who made observations. They have been of considerable assistance in
enabling us to formulate our final proposals for reform. It must, as usual, be emphasised, however, that the Commission is solely responsible for the contents of this Report.

3. The present law is unsatisfactory. Although it is generally assumed that foreign adoptions may be recognised under existing law, the circumstances in which recognition may be afforded have never been clearly defined either in case law or by statute. Since there are probably a number of people living in this country, both children and adults, who have been adopted abroad, it is a matter of concern that their status under Irish law should remain uncertain. This Report sets out our proposals as to how the law should be clarified and amended so as to eliminate existing anomalies and uncertainties.

4. At the same time, the limitations on our present enquiry should be understood. As we have pointed out, it seems likely that an increasing number of Irish parents are seeking to adopt children abroad. We have been informed by the Adoption Board that they receive a small number of applications from such couples who have 'adopted' a child abroad and who now wish to adopt the child under Irish law. Such overseas 'adoptions' have usually been effected in Third World countries. In the majority of cases dealt with by the Board, the requirements of Irish law as to eligibility for adoption and the obtaining of consents were met. In others, however, they were not, so that it was not possible for the Board to grant the applications for adoption under Irish law. Since the adoptive parents in such cases are neither domiciled nor even resident for any significant period of time in the country of adoption, it is obvious that such adoptions would fail to meet the threshold requirements of any system of recognition of foreign adoption decrees which uses normally acceptable criteria. It is unfortunately the case that adoptive parents in this position will not necessarily be assisted by the proposals in our Report if they are implemented.

5. The Commission fully recognises the problem created by such adoptions and accepts that they are likely to increase with the decreasing number of children available for adoption in the State and the continuing rise in the population of Third World countries. It is generally acknowledged, however, that this problem can only be tackled at an international level and it has already been decided that the 17th session of the Hague Conference on Private International Law in 1993 will be devoted to the finalisation of a convention on The Adoption of Children Coming from Abroad. In these circumstances, it would be premature for the Commission to embark on an examination of this particular topic.

6. This Report sets out the present position as to the recognition of foreign adoption decrees under Irish law and the relevant provisions of the Hague Convention on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law and Recognition of Decrees relating to Adoptions. It also considers the proposals contained in the Report of the Review Committee on Adoption Services on Adoption as to the recognition of foreign adoptions. Finally, it sets out the Commission's proposals for reform.
CHAPTER 2: THE PRESENT LAW

5. Adoption consists of the establishment of a legal relationship of parent and child where this relationship does not necessarily depend on a natural relationship. This very general definition simplifies a most complex range of adoption laws which have existed in different cultures at different times. The policy of adoption has sometimes been directed towards benefiting the adoptive parents, as in Greece and Rome, where "family ties were strengthened in consequence and the name and property of ancient and noble houses were preserved from extinction." This policy is reflected even today in the law of some African and Asian countries.

6. In Ireland, other European countries and North America, a major goal of adoption is to promote the welfare of the child. There are, however, significant differences in a number of these countries as to the legal effects of adoption. In many common law countries, including Ireland, adoption has the effect of completely extinguishing the legal relationship between the natural parents and the child who is adopted. In some other countries, however, the legal relationship is only modified. Thus, the child may in some cases have succession rights in the estate of his or her natural and adoptive parents. In some of the countries traditionally favouring a complete severance of the legal relationship, a view has developed in recent years in favour of modification of the present position, on the basis that some form of less final and complete placement of their children might appeal to young mothers.

7. Other differences may be mentioned briefly. In some countries only children may be adopted; in others there is no age limit. In some countries adoption is by private agreement; in others it must be formally approved by a public authority, such as An Bord Uchtala in Ireland, or by a court. Some countries restrict eligibility for adoption to orphans and children designated illegitimate; others, in varying degrees, provide for the compulsory or voluntary adoption of legitimate children. Some countries provide for the extinction of the rights of one parent after a divorce and for the adoption of the child by the other parent and a later spouse; in other countries divorce does not sever parent-child relationships in this way.
8. Adoption did not become part of Irish law until 1952. Before then, only one reported decision considered the question whether foreign adoptions would be recognised in Ireland and, if so, the extent to which their effects would also be recognised. In England, before adoption was introduced there in 1926, Dicey considered that, since adoption was unknown at common law, the courts should not recognise the status of the adopted child. A Canadian decision took the same view.

As against this, courts have been able to recognise the status of legitimation and of declarations of prodigality; it seems a complete non-sequitur to suggest that because of the mere fact that adoption was not part of our law, our courts should deny recognition to this status, provided, of course, no consideration of public policy would prevent them from doing so.

Nevertheless, in In re Tamburrini, in 1944, the High Court gave short shrift to the claims of a man to have custody of his adoptive son based on a foreign adoption order. Here, an Irish woman had gone to live in Scotland where she gave birth to a boy, outside marriage. She sent the child back to be reared by her parents in Ireland, and over the years contributed regularly towards his maintenance. When the boy was four, she married a divorced man in Scotland, who was not the child’s father. The following year she and her husband formally adopted the boy under the provisions of the Adoption of Children (Scotland) Act 1930. They later sought custody of the child from his grandparents, who resisted their request.

The High Court rejected the application of the mother and adoptive father, and the child was permitted to remain with his grandparents. The Court was primarily concerned with the child’s religious welfare, which, it felt, would not be served by moving the child to Scotland.

Of interest in the present context is the fact that Maguire P, during argument, enquired of counsel for the applicants whether he relied solely on the natural rights of the mother or on ‘any alleged right of Antonio Tamburrini, as adoptive father’. Counsel replied that he relied on the mother’s natural rights, adding: ‘but under the law of Scotland Antonio Tamburrini has now the legal rights of a father and any order made by this court should give custody to the two prosecutors’.

In the judgments of the Court, Maguire P alone referred to the question of the adoptive father’s claim. He said:

“Although Antonio Tamburrini had adopted the child and is anxious to have him come to live with him, we are of the opinion that in a case such as this his rights can not be placed on the same plane as a real parent’s.”

The case shows how little weight was attached to the status of a foreign adoption order in 1944, when no institution of adoption existed in Ireland. Not only were the rights of the adoptive father given virtually no attention, but the Court also ignored any rights of the mother as adoptive parent of her own child.

Jurisdiction to Make an Adoption Order
9. An adoption order may be made only where the child resides in the State, and where the applicants are ordinarily resident in the State
and have been so resident during the year ending on the date of the order."

Thus, the domicile of neither the child nor the applicants is relevant. So far as the child is concerned, this relieves the authorities of the task, which may be a difficult and complex one in many cases, of attempting to discern the domicile of the child's mother or father, as the case may be. The whole subject of the domicile of children is plagued by uncertainties. If the authorities were obliged to work out the domicile of children otherwise eligible for adoption, they would have to resort frequently to the court for guidance on the matter. Moreover, a requirement that the child or the applicants should be domiciled within the State would lead to arbitrary results, to the detriment of the child in many instances. "Residence" is probably a better notion than "living", since it connotes a stronger degree of continuity than the latter term. Clearly, what the legislation is seeking to prevent is an adoption of a child whose presence within the State is fleeting. "Residence" accomplishes this goal.

10. The eligibility of applicants for adoption must next be considered. Section 11(1) of the Adoption Act 1952, as amended by section 5 of the Adoption Act 1964 and section 5 of the Adoption Act 1974 provides that only the following categories are eligible to adopt:

(a) Married couples living together;
(b) The mother, natural father or "relative" of the child;
(c) Widows and (subject to restrictions) widowers."

The Acts throw no direct light on the question as to how the courts are to determine, if called upon to do so, whether persons fall into such categories as "a married couple", "a widow" or "a widower". It would seem reasonable, however, that the capacity of the person concerned to marry should be determined by having regard to the conflicts of law rules on the question. In other words if, in the case of a married couple, the parties have such a capacity according to the law of the countries of both their domiciles, then, but not otherwise, do they fulfil the requirements of eligibility.

As to the meaning of "relative" in this context, section 3 of the 1952 Act defines the word as meaning:

"grandparent, brother, sister, uncle or aunt, whether of the whole blood, of the half-blood or by affinity, relationship to an illegitimate child being traced through the mother only."

Again the statute gives no guidance on the question of what law is to determine the legitimate or illegitimate status of the child. Again it seems reasonable that our conflicts of law rules on the subject of legitimacy should determine the question.

11. The subject of eligibility for adoption gives rise to similar questions. Those eligible for voluntary adoption are children residing in the State who are: (a) orphans; (b) illegitimate children; and (c) certain legitimate children. No major difficulty in relation to conflict of laws arises with respect to orphans. So far as illegitimate children are concerned, conflict rules as to legitimacy should determine the question.
The position regarding legitimated children is the subject of a specific statutory provision. Section 2(1) of the Adoption Act 1964 permits the adoption of a child 'who has been legitimated or whose legitimation has been recognised in pursuance of the provision of the Legitimacy Act 1931', provided the child's birth has not been re-registered in pursuance of the provisions of the Schedule to the 1931 Act 'or in pursuance of the law of a country other than the State'. These provisions would appear to be intended to facilitate the adoption of an illegitimate child whose natural mother had consented to the adoption but married the natural father before an adoption order was made. Without such a provision, it would not have been possible to make an adoption order in respect of a legitimated child, save in the exceptional circumstances envisaged by the Adoption Act 1988. Clearly, a foreign legitimation recognised under the 1931 Act comes within the scope of section 2(1).

But what about a foreign legitimation recognised other than under the 1931 Act? There seems no sound policy justification for excluding children thus legitimated from the scope of section 2(1), at all events where it is not very easy to fit them within its express words. Perhaps it can be said simply that they have 'been legitimated'; but if this expression covers these children it should be sufficiently strong to cover children whose legitimation has been recognised under the 1931 Act, yet the latter receive specific mention.6

12. Some uncertainty surrounds the requirement that the birth of the legitimated child should not have been re-registered 'in pursuance of the law of a country other than the State'. The position is that some countries may have provisions requiring re-registration, others not. For those requiring re-registration, section 2(1) provides that no such registration should actually have occurred. So far as those countries not requiring any re-registration are concerned, it is not clear whether this renders the child ineligible under section 2(1) or (more probably) that it renders irrelevant the requirement as to non-registration. Section 2(1) does not attempt to identify which country's law is relevant. This will depend on the choice of law rules as to recognition of foreign legitimations.

13. Apart from the limited scope of operation of choice of law rules in respect of eligibility to adopt and to be adopted, it appears that our law of adoption does not in general involve choice-of-law principles. Thus an Irish adoption complying with the requirements of Irish law will be valid regardless of the fact that it fails to comply with the requirements for adoption under the lex (or leges) domicilii of the child and of the applicants.6

Basis of Recognition of Foreign Adoptions

14. There is no reported decision of the courts in the Republic of Ireland setting out the circumstances in which a foreign adoption may be recognised. Nor are there any statutory rules governing recognition. Nevertheless, some statute law proceeds on the assumption that recognition principles exist. Recent examples are sections 3(1)(b) and 92(1)(b) of the Status of Children Act 1987, which make reference to a
person adopted abroad whose adoption is recognised by virtue of the law for the time being in force in the State.

15. It seems likely that the present position is governed by the common law, and that, under common law, a foreign adoption is entitled to recognition if the adopting parents were, at the time of the adoption, domiciled in the country where the adoption was effected. We understand that this principle was accepted and applied by McKenzie J in a case stated to the High Court by the Adoption Board on 25 June 1987. In that case an English adoption order was refused recognition because, at the time of the order, the natural mother (who was adopting her own child) was not domiciled in England. After obtaining the English order the mother had returned to live in this country, had married and had applied, together with her husband, to adopt the same child in Ireland. Had the English adoption been entitled to recognition the child would have been ineligible for re-adoption.

16. In the absence of reported decisions it is worth exploring other approaches that might possibly be taken by the courts to the problem of recognition. These are:

(a) Refusal to Recognise Foreign Adoptions because the Legal Nature of Adoption varies so greatly from country to country

One approach requires the court to refuse to recognise foreign adoptions because the legal nature of adoption varies so greatly from country to country. In Re Wilson, Vaisey J asked:

"Am I to scrutinise the laws of the Province of Quebec, which are by no means the same as the English law of adoption, and see whether, in my judgment, they come sufficiently close to such last-mentioned law to oblige or allow me to say that an adoption effected in that province is for the relevant purposes exactly the same in its consequence as one made under the law of England? Such a task is, in my judgment, quite beyond my powers."

This approach seems to have little to commend it.

There is, of course, a problem in some instances as to the extent to which a legal process denominated 'adoption' in a particular foreign law is akin to adoption under Irish law but this is by no means a unique type of problem in the conflicts of law. One solution is to ask an all-or nothing question: 'Is the legal process sufficiently similar with adoption in our law to be treated as an adoption?' If the answer is yes, then there is no further question to be asked. Even if the foreign legal process is in some respects different to our notion of adoption, these differences will be ignored. If the answer is no, then whatever similarities there may be with our notion of adoption will be ignored.

(b) The Reciprocity Principle

17. Another approach is to recognise foreign adoptions if carried out in circumstances which, had they occurred in Ireland, would have entitled the Irish authorities to exercise jurisdiction.

In the English decision of Re Valentine's Settlement, in 1965, Lord Denning MR said:
"When is the status of adoption duly constituted? Clearly it is so when it is constituted in another country in similar circumstances as we claim for ourselves. Our courts should recognise a jurisdiction which mutatis mutandis they claim for themselves..."

We claim jurisdiction to make an adoption order when the adopting parents are domiciled in this country and the child is resident here. So also, out of the comity of nations, we should recognise an adoption order made by another country when the adopting parents are domiciled there and the child is resident there.

A reciprocity principle based on similar jurisdictional criteria could work unsatisfactorily. Our jurisdictional requirements are liberal but our eligibility requirements are narrowly drawn. Where a country with similar jurisdictional requirements but wide-ranging eligibility requirements permitted an adoption it is not certain that recognition would necessarily be desirable. To this it may be said that our courts are always free to resort to public policy where the eligibility requirements are too wide-ranging, and that, whether the reciprocity principle or one based on domicile is favoured, the problem of over-liberal eligibility requirements may arise.

(c) A Domicile-Based Test

18. Another approach bases the recognition of foreign adoptions, whether exclusively or as one of a number of grounds, on domicile. It is perhaps not unreasonable that domicile should play a significant role since adoption (in the law of many countries) changes status, and such an important result should not lightly be recognised. Domicile, it may be said, has a sufficiently strong and permanent force to base recognition of foreign adoptions upon it.

If domicile is the test, whose domicile should enter into consideration? One solution recognises a foreign adoption only where it is valid according to the leges domicilii of the child and the adoptive parents. This cumulative approach was supported by Barnard J in Re Wilby and Vaisey J in Re Wilson."

In favour of this view, it may be said that, since adoption alters the status of both the child and the parents, it should not be recognised unless it is effective under the domiciliary laws of all parties concerned. In this regard it has been argued that adoption differs from legitimation in that adoption involves no necessary prior connection by blood between the parties:

"Where [blood] ties exist... it is adequate to disregard the [child]'s personal law. But if the relationship of father and child is created independently of any natural ties, regard must be had to the child's personal law which, not only in a legal but also in a natural sense is different from that of the adopter, and on which the adopter's personal law has never had a possibility of 'fastening' itself. Moreover, adoption to a large extent disconnects the ties between the child and its family whose interests will be reasonably protected by taking into account the personal law..."
which it has fastened on the child. The situation is, in some respects, similar to that to be faced in connection with marriage the creation of which depends on both spouses’ personal law. Before the marriage a woman is no way subject to her future husband’s personal law and, therefore, she cannot become his wife but by the force of their respective personal laws. Exclusive reliance on the adopters personal law would be equally unjustified.  

As against this, the cumulative rule restricts the number of adoptions which will be treated as effective. This may cause hardship and injustice in some instances.  

19. If a choice has to be made between the lex domicilii of the child and that of the parents which should prevail? The argument in favour of the child’s lex domicilii is based on the consideration that the law from which the child is withdrawn and which provides the existing framework of his legal relations should have some say in the change. The fact that the child in most cases will not be old enough to protect his own interests is a further reason for giving emphasis to the child’s lex domicilii. Nor should one ignore the interests of the child’s natural parent or parents, since, if the adoption is recognised, their rights in relation to their child will no longer be recognised.  

The principal argument in favour of selecting the adoptive parents lex domicilii is that in most cases the child, when adopted, will be living in the country of the adoptive parents’ domicile; this will be his centre of gravity during the time he is growing up with them, and to attribute to him a connection with a system of law with which he has, perhaps, had no point of contact since his earliest months might be considered artificial. The analogy with custody proceedings has been pressed, debatably perhaps, on the basis that one should have regard to the best interests of the child by looking to the future rather than the past.

Effects of Adoption

20. It is one thing to recognise a child’s status as an adopted person, it is “a very different thing” to hold that this status controls succession and other entitlements under Irish law.

21. Let us consider first the position where succession is governed by Irish law. Children adopted under the Adoption Acts 1952-88 are in the same position, for succession purposes, as their adoptive parents’ children from within marriage, provided, in cases of testate succession, that they were adopted before the will was executed. It should be noted that in the case of wills executed after June 14th 1988, the Status of Children Act 1987 provides that it is no longer necessary that the children should have been adopted before the will was executed. But what is the position where there has been a foreign adoption that is recognised under Irish law?

22. Until recently, there was no clear answer to this question. Now, however, s.27(3) of the Status of Children Act 1987 provides that:
"For the purposes of any property right to which this section or section 4A (inserted by this Act) of the (Succession) Act of 1965 relates, the provisions of section 26 of the Adoption Act 1952 (which relates to the property rights of persons adopted under the Adoption Act 1952 to 1976) shall be construed as applying also to any person adopted outside the State whose adoption is recognised by virtue of the law for the time being in force in the State."

It is, accordingly, now clear that the succession rights of a child adopted abroad are to be the same as those of a child adopted under Irish law, provided, of course, that the foreign adoption is recognised under Irish law.

23. Where the succession is governed by foreign law, the best approach would seem to be to refer the whole question to the lex successionis." This straightforward solution would not be affected by the provision of the Status of Children Act already mentioned.

**Foreign Adoption Decrees and Taxation**

24. Certain features of revenue legislation which affect the present position as to the recognition of foreign adoption decrees should be noted. Thus under section 2 of the Capital Acquisitions Tax Act 1976, "child" is defined as including

"(b) a child adopted—

(i) under the Adoption Acts, 1952 or 1974; or

(ii) under an adoption law, other than the Adoption Acts 1952 to 1974, being an adoption that has in the place where the law applies, substantially the same effect in relation to property rights (including the law of succession) as an adoption under the Adoption Acts, 1952 to 1974, has in the State in relation to such rights".

Similar provisions are to be found in relation to income tax, corporation tax, residential property tax, capital gains tax and stamp duty. It will be observed that the recognition of foreign adoptions for these purposes is significantly less qualified than the present general law and, indeed, than that law if it were altered in accordance with proposals subsequently made in this Report.

**Constitutional Aspects of the Recognition of Adoption Decrees**

25. The effect of the Constitution on conflict of law rules relating to adoption must next be considered. Such rules, as they existed at the date of the coming into force of the Constitution, were preserved as part of our law, subject to the Constitution itself and to the extent to which they were not inconsistent with the Constitution. A question may arise as to whether the choice of law rules discussed above are consistent with the Constitution in permitting the recognition under Irish law of adoptions which might be thought to abridge or remove the constitutionally guaranteed rights of parents, children or others.
26. There is as yet no decision of the Superior Courts in this area. There have been a number of cases in recent years concerning the custody of children removed from the jurisdiction of other courts in which judges have considered the extent to which the principle of the comity of courts can outweigh the constitutionally guaranteed rights of parents and children. No general principle can be extracted with any confidence from these decisions and they afford no real guidance as to the effect of the Constitution on conflict of law rules relating to adoption.

27. The problem is most likely to arise in the case of adoptions of legitimate children effected, with or without the consent of the parents, under jurisdictions which permit such adoptions. Such adoptions are now permissible under Irish law by virtue of the Adoption Act 1988, but only in the strictly limited circumstances envisaged by that Act. Such adoptions may only be effected where the High Court makes an order authorising the adoption and such an order may only be made where certain pre-conditions have been met, including a requirement that the parents have, for physical or moral reasons, failed in their duty towards the child and that the failure constitutes an abandonment of their parental rights.

The President before signing the Adoption (No.2) Bill 1987, as the Act then was, referred it to the Supreme Court for a decision on the question as to whether it was repugnant to the Constitution or to any provision thereof. The Court ruled on the 28th July 1988 that none of the provisions of the Act was repugnant to the Constitution or any provisions thereof. The Court rejected a submission by counsel assigned to oppose the Bill that it represented an attack upon the constitution and authority of the family to which the child belonged by altering the constitution of the family for all time, saying:

"The Court rejects the submission that the nature of the family as a unit group possessing inalienable and imprescriptible rights makes it constitutionally impermissible for a statute to restore to any member of an individual family constitutional rights of which he has been deprived by a method which disturbs or alters the constitution of that family if that method is necessary to achieve that purpose." 42

28. It does not follow, however, from the Court's decision that legislation which permitted such adoptions subject to less stringent safeguards for the constitutional rights of those concerned would be upheld. In this context, it should be noted that the phrase "physical or moral reasons" used by the draftsman in s.3(1)(A) mirrors precisely the language used in Article 42.5 of the Constitution. This gives added significance to the comment of the Court as to how that expression should be interpreted:

"Furthermore, the failure must arise for physical or moral reasons. This does not mean that the failure must necessarily in every case be blameworthy, but it does mean that a failure due to externally originating circumstances such as poverty would not constitute a failure within the meaning of the sub-clause." 43
However, the fact that the Oireachtas may be precluded by the provisions of Articles 40, 41 and 42 of the Constitution from enacting legislation which permitted the adoption of legitimate children other than in the exceptional circumstances envisaged by Article 42.5, does not necessarily mean that a conflict of law rule, which has as its consequence the recognition of such an adoption decree by another jurisdiction, would be inconsistent with the Constitution. In the area of divorce, where similar problems of status and public policy in the context of private international law arise, the Irish courts have been at pains to distinguish between the effects of the public policy underlying the Constitution which prohibits the positive enforcement in this jurisdiction of laws which offend that public policy and the more passive recognition of the status which those laws bring about as a matter of private international law.\textsuperscript{34}

29. We accordingly approach our consideration of the topic on the basis that the choice of law rules already discussed do not involve any necessary conflict with the provisions of the Constitution. It should also be noted that Article 15 of the Hague Convention discussed below enables the contracting states to disregard its provisions when their observance would be "manifestly contrary to public policy".

Reform of the Law

30. The Review Committee on Adoption Services, in its Report, entitled Adoption,\textsuperscript{3} published in 1984, addressed some issues relating to conflicts of law. The Committee referred to section 5(2) of the Adoption Act 1964, which stipulates that prospective adopters must be ordinarily resident in the State and have been so resident during the year preceding the date of the adoption order. From the information available to them, they were satisfied that this provision works well, and they recommend no change in the law. The requirement that the prospective adopters be "ordinarily" resident here removed any doubts as to the eligibility to adopt of Irish persons obliged temporarily to live abroad in the course of their work.

31. The Committee stated that they "would be opposed to any measure which would encourage or facilitate trafficking in children for adoption purposes." They considered that the fact that there may be many young children orphaned or abandoned as a result of conditions of war or poverty or famine should not be regarded as a justification for removing them from their native environment. Instead, concern for the deprived children of distressed or undeveloped countries could "best be shown by assisting the various national and international agencies working to relieve the problems of such areas by improving conditions within them".

32. The Committee accepted that there will be particular instances in which people living in Ireland may wish to adopt a foreign child and where the circumstances would justify a favourable view being taken of such an application. They recommended, however, that it should be obligatory for all applications in respect of the adoption of a foreign child
to be made through a registered adoption society or health board. The agencies would have the responsibility to make enquiries about the background of the child and to ensure that the necessary conditions, particularly those relating to consent, had been fulfilled.

33. On the question of recognition of adoption orders made abroad, the Review Committee recommended that the Minister for Health should be empowered by statute 'to designate countries whose adoption orders would be recognised in Ireland'. The effect of this recognition would be 'to accord the same rights to children adopted in these countries as children who had been adopted under Irish law'. The Minister would also be given powers to draw up rules governing the recognition of adoption orders made in non-designated countries. The Committee considered that the recognition of foreign adoptions should have retrospective effect but they suggested that, in framing the law, consideration should be given to making the recognition of foreign orders retrospective without affecting rights that are vested, such as those in relation to succession.'
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CHAPTER 3: THE HAGUE CONVENTION ON ADOPTIONS

34. In this chapter we discuss the *Hague Convention on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law and Recognition of Decrees Relating to Adoptions*, drafted at the 10th Session of the Hague Conference on Private International Law in 1964. The Convention contains some interesting solutions to the conflict between nationality and domicile as connecting factors in adoption, as well as introducing provisions for a modest degree of co-operation between the authorities of different countries when international adoptions are being made. First the limits of the Convention should be noted, as they are "at least as important as its provisions". The Convention covers only adoptions with a foreign element: it does not extend to wholly "internal" adoptions, where the adopter or adopters and the child all possess the same nationality and habitually reside in the State of which they are nationals. Thus, the question of the recognition abroad of these adoptions, which are of course much more numerous and thus more important in practice, was left to another day.

35. The next and arguably most significant limitation is that the convention does not extend to the incidents and effects of an adoption recognised by another State. It goes only so far as to say (in Article 8) that every adoption granted by an authority having jurisdiction under the terms of Article 3, para. 1 of the Convention is to "be recognised without further formality in all contracting States." The precise content of this recognition is left to be determined by each individual State, "for the obvious reason that there was no hope at the Conference of reaching a consensus on this point among 23 different States, each of which attributed different incidents to its own domestic adoption orders".

The background to this final outcome is worth examining. Professor Joost Blum explains:

"The sweeping provisions of the Bureau's initial draft, which would have placed the adopted child in the same position legally as a legitimate natural born child, even if none of the laws of the relevant States gave effect to domestic adoptions, was replaced in the Commission Speciale's draft by a choice of law rule referring all effects, other than those relating to succession and nationality, to the national law of the adopting parents." Even the Commission Speciale put this solution forward rather hesitantly."
it was rejected almost at once by the Second Commission of the
Conference, \(^1\) and after numerous alternative suggestions had
failed to get a majority, it was decided to omit from the
Convention any provision on the effects to be given to an
adoption.\(^2\) See especially the comments of the President of the
Second Commission.\(^3\)\(^4\)

Professor Blom goes on to say that:

'The absence of any provision on the incidents which States must
attribute to a Convention adoption is a most serious omission
from the Convention, since the whole purpose of creating the body
of rules which it contains was to ensure that when an adoption
was made in one country, the parties to it would know what their
relationship would be in the eyes of other countries. In fact, this
relationship may still be subject to variation as parties move from
one State to another, or as the issue of their relationship arises in
different States. It is to be hoped that the parties to the
Convention will adopt the same approach as Britain has done in
the 1968 Act, and assimilate Convention adoptions to domestic
adoptions so far as their incidents are concerned. Even such
uniformity of approach, however, will not mean a uniformity of
incidents throughout Convention countries, so long as there
remain wide divergences between the national laws as to what
the incidents of adoption are. Having a Convention adoption,
therefore, may improve the rights of a child or an adopting
parent, but it cannot guarantee them.\(^5\)\(^6\)

36. The next limitation in the scope of the Convention that should be
noted is that the Convention deals only with adoptions by a single
adopter parent, or by spouses, of children under the age of 18 who have
not been married.\(^7\)

The Adoptive Parent or Parents

37. The Convention applies to an adoption where the adoptive parent
"possessing the nationality of one of the contracting States, has his
habitual residence within one of these States, or spouses each of whom,
possessing the nationality of one of the contracting States, has his or her
habitual residence within one of these States".\(^8\) It is not necessary that
the spouses actually habitually reside in the State of the nationality of
either or both of them: it is enough that they habitually reside in any
one of the contracting States.

Jurisdiction to grant an adoption is vested in:

(a) the authorities of the State where the adopter habitually
resides or, in the case of an adoption by spouses, the authorities of
the State in which both habitually reside;

(b) the authorities of the State of which the adopter is a national
or, in the case of an adoption by spouses, the authorities of the
State of which both are nationals.\(^9\)
The Adopted Child

38. The Convention, as we have mentioned, applies to a child who has not attained the age of eighteen years at the time when the application for adoption is made and has not married. Furthermore, the child must possess the nationality of one of the contracting States and have his or her habitual residence within one of these States (not necessarily the same as the one of which the child is a national).

Choice of Law

39. The authorities who have jurisdiction based on the habitual residence of the adopter (or adopters) must apply their internal law to the conditions governing an adoption. However, they must apply the national law of the child relating to consents and consultations, other than those in respect of an adopter, his family or his or her spouse. Moreover, they must respect any provision prohibiting adoption contained in the national law of the adopter (or, in the case of an adoption by spouses, any such provision of their common national law) if the State of which the adopter is (or adopters are) nationals has made a declaration, when signing, ratifying or acceding to the Convention, specifying the provisions of its internal law prohibiting adoptions founded upon:

(a) the existence of descendants of the adopter or adopters;
(b) the fact that a single person is applying to adopt;
(c) the existence of a blood relationship between an adopter and the child;
(d) the existence of a previous adoption of the child by other persons;
(e) the requirement of a difference in age between adopter or adopters and the child;
(f) the age of the adopter or adopters and that of the child;
(g) the fact that the child does not reside with the adoptor or adopters.

40. Commenting on these provisions, Professor Joost Blom says:

"The use of the term 'prohibition' in the text of the treaty, a term which suggests an exceptional bar, is somewhat misleading. In fact, the list of kinds of prohibitions which may be declared by a State is so comprehensive that a State which wished to do so could compel the other countries to apply substantially the whole of its own domestic law on the conditions for adoption, other than consents, providing the adopting parent or the adopting spouses were its nationals ...."

The relevant prohibitions of the foreign law are not to be applied instead of the corresponding rules of forum law in all cases, but cumulatively with them; that is to say, an adoption cannot be granted unless the conditions both of the law of the forum and of the parents lex patriae are met. The more restrictive law is thus always applied. Since many civil law
jurisdictions have adoption laws which contain conditions of this kind, it will be seen that this choice of law rule may have a greater impact than the first reading might suggest. Austria has declared prohibitions of types (d), (e) and (f), and Switzerland will probably declare prohibitions of types (e), (f) and (g), if she ratifies the Convention."

The Interest of the Child

41. The authorities having jurisdiction to grant an adoption under Article 3 of the Convention must not do so "unless it will be in the interest of the child." Before granting an adoption they must carry out, through the agency of the appropriate local authorities, a thorough inquiry relating to the adopter or adopters, the child and his or her family. As far as possible this inquiry must be carried out in cooperation with public or private organisations qualified in the field of intercountry adoptions and the help of social workers having special training or having particular experience concerning the problems of adoption. The authorities of all the contracting States are required promptly to give all the assistance requested for the purposes of an adoption governed by the Convention."

Annulment and Revocation of Adoptions"

42. Article 7 of the Convention is concerned with the annulment and revocation of adoptions. It provides as follows:

"Jurisdiction to annul or to revoke an adoption governed by the present Convention shall be vested in —

(a) the authorities of the contracting State in which the person adopted habitually resides at the time when the application to annul or to revoke the adoption is made;

(b) the authorities of the State in which at that time the adopter habitually resides or, in the case of an adoption by spouses, both of them habitually reside;

(c) the authorities of the State which granted the adoption.

An adoption may be annulled -

(a) on any ground permitted by the internal law of the State which granted the adoption; or

(b) in accordance with the national law of the adopter or adopters at the time when that adoption was granted where the application to annul is based on failure to comply with a prohibition to which the second paragraph of article 4 applies; or

(c) in accordance with the national law of the person adopted at the time when the adoption was granted in cases where the application to annul is based on failure to obtain a consent required by that law.

An adoption may be revoked in accordance with the internal law of the authority exercising jurisdiction."
Recognition

43. Article 8 deals with recognition. It provides that every adoption, and every annulment or revocation of an adoption, to which relevant articles of the Convention apply 'shall be recognised without further formality in all contracting States'. Moreover, if any question arises in a contracting State with respect to the recognition of such an adoption, annulment or revocation, the authorities of that State, in considering the jurisdiction of the authority which granted the adoption or made the annulment or revocation, 'shall be bound by the findings of fact on which that authority based its jurisdiction'.

Professor Graveson has commented, in relation to this provision in Article 8 that:

"[I]t would no doubt be open to a recognising court to attack the original jurisdiction on the ground of a wrong conclusion drawn from the facts found by the original court, but the facts so found are themselves invulnerable."

It is worth noting Unger's observations on Article 8:

"English courts would thus have to recognise the revocation of an English adoption order made where the adopters of the child are of foreign nationality and either party subsequently becomes habitually resident abroad. Such sacrifice of the principle and finality of adoptions, a fundamental principle of English law, might be prevented by recourse to Article 15 which permits contracting states to disregard the provisions of the Convention when their observance would be manifestly contrary to public policy. The prospect of having to choose between the sacrifice of an important principle and involving public policy may not be attractive but it might arise, quite apart from the Convention, wherever one of the parties to an English adoption, having acquired a foreign domicile, there obtains a decree of revocation."

Possibly a Constitutional problem could arise in Ireland in relation to Article 8; the constitutional requirement that "truth must out" may possibly be in potential conflict with the Article. If this is so, we could avail ourselves of Article 15.

International Notifications

44. Article 9 provides that where an authority has granted an adoption pursuant to Article 3, paragraph 1, it must notify this fact to the other State, if any, the authorities of which would have been empowered to grant an adoption under Article 3, to the State of which the child is a national and to the contracting State where the child was born.

Article 9 also provides that, when an authority having jurisdiction under Article 7, paragraph 1, has annulled or revoked an adoption, it must notify this fact to the State the authority of which has granted the adoption, to the State of which the child is a national and to the contracting State where the child was born.
Other Provisions

45. The Convention contains a number of other provisions which should be noted. Of particular importance is Article 15, which is to the effect that the provisions of the Convention may be disregarded in contracting States "only where this observance would be manifestly contrary to public policy".

Article 16 provides that each contracting State must designate the authorities having power to grant, annul or revoke adoptions, to exchange communications relative to the welfare of children considered for adoption and to receive information about adoption of a child who is a national or who was born there.
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The decision to limit adoption to a child who had not attained the age of eighteen years of age at the time of application for adoption and who had not married, was taken after long discussion among those who favoured this criterion and those who would prefer the age of majority as defined by the relevant system. Beyond these points of view one or two countries, and notably Belgium, would favour a provision allowing the adoption of adults, a not uncommon practice under Belgium law. The Tenth Session of the Hague Conference on Private International Law, 14 Int'l & Comp. L.Q. 528, at 533 (1965).

Article 1. Article 10 provides that for the purposes of the Convention, an adopter or a child who is stateless or whose nationality is unknown, is deemed to have the nationality of the State of his habitual residence.

Article 2a and 3.

Article 3. The problem of double nationality is not dealt with in the Convention, being regarded as a more general question of which the application to the matter of adoption is only a special case. Gravaicson, supra, at 334.
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III. Article 10 provides that, for the purposes of the Convention, an adopter or a child who is stateless or whose nationality is unknown, is deemed to have the nationality of the State of his habitual residence.
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Graveson. supra. at 317. Cf. Blom. supra. at 119, who considers that [the practical effect of lack of jurisdiction] to the recognition rule is likely to be small, because the findings of fact on which the court based its jurisdiction, including presumably findings of nationality or habitual residence, are binding on any court which is asked to recognise the adoption. In a footnote at 119-120 fn. 63, Blom adds:

Although these [i.e. nationality or habitual residence] are strictly speaking questions of mixed law and fact, being terms which must have a particular legal meaning, Art. 8(3) would be largely ineffective if they were not included as findings of fact. Habitual residence, at any rate, was clearly considered a question of fact at the Conference. It would also be extremely awkward if English courts were to be free to review the application by foreign courts of their own laws of nationality. Cf. however, the opinion of the Law Commission on Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations, Cmd. 4542, pp. 14-15, in construing the similarly worded provision (Art. 61) of the Convention on Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations, that the wording did not cover findings of habitual residence and nationality. These were consequently provided for specifically in the Recognition of Divorces and Legal Separations Act 1971, s 5(2).

The fact that the Hague Conference did not discuss the problem at all [i.e. see Actes. pp. 304, 327-335 and 362-365, where one would have expected a discussion of it, combined with the emphasis on habitual residence as a notion de facto, suggests strongly that it was assumed that habitual residence and nationality were findings of fact for the purposes of Art. 8(3).]


CHAPTER 4: RECOMMENDATIONS

The Hague Convention

46. Having outlined the strengths and weaknesses of the Convention we now must consider whether it should become part of our law. We have noted three limitations in particular:

1. The Convention does not apply to wholly "internal" adoptions;
2. It does not extend to the incidents and effects of adoption recognised by another State;
3. It deals only with adoptions by a single adopting parent, or by spouses, of children under the age of 18 who have not been married.

The practical utility of Ireland's ratifying the Convention is significantly reduced by the fact that it has been ratified by three countries only, Austria, Switzerland and the United Kingdom, although it was adopted as long ago as 1965. Moreover, it may be superseded, in part at least, by the Convention on the Adoption of Children Coming from Abroad which it is hoped to adopt at the seventeenth session in 1993.

Our conclusion is that these factors indicate that Ireland should not ratify this particular Convention. If, contrary to that view, it was thought desirable that Ireland should ratify the Convention, it would obviously be important for a declaration to be made pursuant to Article 13 specifying the provisions in our adoption legislation which would render unlawful adoptions to which paragraphs (b) to (f) inclusive of that article apply.

Reform of Recognition Principles

47. If it is accepted that the Hague Convention should not form the basis of recognition principles in the future, it is necessary to consider what should. It seems to us that in devising recognition principles the following factors should be taken into account.

1. It is highly undesirable that the law should remain in its present uncertain state. It seems likely that there are living in the State a number of people who have been adopted abroad. Increased mobility within the EC has probably added to the number. It has also been
suggested to us that, with the decrease in the number of children available for adoption within the State, an increasing number of Irish parents may be seeking to adopt children abroad.

(2) It is important that recognition principles be explicit and clear for a number of reasons. Numerous legal consequences flow from the recognition or non-recognition of an adoption order. Upon the validity of an adoption order may depend such a fundamental matter as entitlement to exercise parental rights. The rights and liabilities of an adopted person in relation to such matters as succession, maintenance and taxation may also be in issue. In any matter of status the law should seek, insofar as possible, to avoid uncertainty. It ought to be possible for an adopted person to obtain clear legal advice as to his status without the need to mount costly legal proceedings. Equally the law should be framed in such a way that the various administrative officials who are called upon from time to time to determine the status of individuals adopted abroad should be able to do so without too much complication and without the need to state cases to the courts.

(3) Any reformulation of recognition principles must have regard to the fact that the law already assumes that certain foreign adoptions may be recognised. The existing common law position is ill-defined. Nevertheless, new recognition principles should not have the effect of retrospectively rendering invalid adoption orders which, under existing law, might be entitled to recognition. It seems likely that, under the existing common law, an adoption order is entitled to recognition where the adopting parents are domiciled in the country where the adoption order is made at the time of its making. Adoption orders entitled to recognition under this principle should not be disturbed. At the same time, any new rules which have the effect of extending the circumstances in which recognition may be afforded should operate prospectively only. This does not mean that new recognition principles should not extend to existing foreign adoption orders, but rather that recognition should take effect from the date of the coming into force of the new legislation, rather than from the date of the original adoption order.

(4) The new framework of recognition principles should recognise the possibility of exceptional cases where, for Constitutional or other public policy reasons, the court may wish to set aside the normal recognition principles. This is already the situation under common law recognition principles. It is also our view, however, that the courts should be sparing in their use of the public policy exception. We have already referred to the desirability of a high degree of certainty and predictability in the law where matters of status are concerned. Such an objective would not be achieved if the general principles of recognition were too easily set aside on public policy grounds.

(5) The application of Constitutional principles may occasionally be appropriate in cases involving the recognition of foreign adoptions. It should, however, be borne in mind that the implications of the application of Constitutional principles in a recognition context may be
different from those which arise in purely domestic cases. Apart from the question of whether Irish Constitutional principles should, in principle, be applicable to persons having no connection with Ireland, some weight has to be attached to the problems created by limping adoptions (that is, in this context, adoptions which are generally recognised abroad but not in Ireland). There is also some risk that, if the rigorous protection afforded by the Constitution to the rights of natural married parents is extended without limit to foreign adoptions, Ireland could become something of a haven for certain disaffected foreign parents. It should also be noted that recognition cases quite often arise many years after a foreign adoption has been effected and at a time when the application of Constitutional principles may serve little practical purpose. We therefore believe that it would be wrong to lay down a general principle in legislation explicitly mandating non-recognition of foreign adoptions on Constitutional grounds. It should be possible for Judges, within the context of a general principle allowing non-recognition for reasons of public policy, to distinguish between cases where the application of Constitutional principles is appropriate from those where it is not.

46. We are not in a position to assess the policies underlying specific taxation rules. For this reason, we do not wish to propose any amendments to the statutory rules relating to the recognition of foreign adoptions in the context of income tax, corporation tax, capital gains tax and residential property tax to which reference is made in para. 24 above. It is, however, worthy of comment that in these contexts the recognition of a foreign adoption is not dependent on jurisdictional requirements, but rather on the substantive effects of adoption in the country of adoption. This is a somewhat unusual approach, which clearly would not be appropriate in other contexts. The absence of a jurisdictional test may result in an adoption being recognised where all the parties concerned had no more than a fleeting connection with the country of adoption. On the other hand, an adoption might not be recognised despite a strong link between all the relevant parties and the country of adoption by reason only of the fact that its legal effects in that country differ from the effects of an Irish adoption order.

Designated Country Adoptions

48. Our conclusions, based on these considerations, are as follows.

49. We recommend, following the recommendations of the Adoption Review Committee, that legislation be enacted giving the Minister for Health power to designate countries (or jurisdictions) whose adoption orders would be recognised in Ireland. If this approach were favoured, a valid adoption made in England or France, for example, would be recognised here. If these were designated countries, with our conflicts rules laying down no requirements as to the domicile, nationality or residence of the child or the natural or adoptive parents. Of course, in order to be valid under the law of England or France, the adoption would have to comply with the jurisdictional and other requirements of the law of England or France; but, from country to country, there
naturally will be a great variation in these requirements, with some countries laying few obstacles in the path of a valid adoption.

50. It has been represented to the Commission that this proposal, which was provisionally made in our Discussion Paper, does not indicate with sufficient precision the basis on which designations should be made. It was also suggested that there were considerable administrative implications in the proposal which had not been sufficiently explored. We have carefully noted these objections but are satisfied that we should adhere to our provisional recommendation. We do not think that any substantial difficulty should be encountered by the Minister in deciding to what countries recognition should be extended. While in practice it may well be that recognition will be confined to those countries whose legal, social and political structures are broadly similar to our own (such as, for example, most of the member States of the European community), we do not think it would be either practical or desirable to attempt to set out specific criteria by which the Minister should be guided. We note, in this context, that the equivalent English legislation which has been in operation since 1968 does not set out specific criteria and we are not aware that any problems have been encountered in that jurisdiction.

51. We further recommend that recognition under this head be confined to adoption orders made in respect of persons below the age of 18, and to adoptions effected under legislative provisions only. An adoption order made in a designated country should be regarded as having the same consequences as an adoption order made under the Adoption Acts. This will be of great practical significance in relation to citizenship, maintenance and guardianship. Recognition under this provision should operate as from the date of designation.

52. We further recommend that these provisions should be without prejudice to the right of a court in a particular case to refuse recognition on the ground that recognition would be manifestly contrary to public policy. Another possibility would be to leave it to the Minister to assess, in the case of any particular jurisdiction, whether the possible constitutional difficulties are such as to make it undesirable for him to exercise his powers. We would prefer not to include such a provision in the legislation. Under such a provision the Minister might feel obliged to refuse to designate any country whose adoption law contains any provision, no matter how little used, which might be regarded as constitutionally suspect. The Minister might indeed find it difficult under such a provision to designate any country. It seems preferable to allow the Minister to designate those countries whose adoption laws have a broadly similar purpose as our own, leaving the courts with discretion to refuse recognition in particular cases on grounds of public policy.

Specific Recognition Principles

53. In addition to giving the Minister a power of designation, the legislation should contain further specific recognition rules. These will
be required to govern the recognition of adoptions in countries or jurisdictions not designated by the Minister. To avoid anomalies, the recognition principles should, as a minimum, include the circumstances in which, under existing common law, adoption orders are probably entitled to recognition. We accordingly recommend that the legislation should provide for the avoidance of doubt, that an adoption order made in a country in which either or both of the adopting parents were domiciled at the time it was made will be recognised. We recognise the objections to the use of domicile as a connecting factor. However, it would be wrong in our view that reform should result in the law being any more restrictive than it already is. We also recommend that an adoption recognised in the country or jurisdiction where either or both of the adopting parents are domiciled at the time of the order should be recognised.

54. In addition, we recommend that an adoption order made in the country or jurisdiction where either or both the adopting parents had his or her habitual residence at the time of the order, should be recognised. Habitual residence is, for reasons explained in our Report on Domicile and Habitual Residence as Connecting Factors in the Conflict of Laws a more satisfactory connecting factor than domicile. As with domicile, we recommend that an adoption order recognised in the country where the adopting parents had their habitual residence should also be entitled to recognition. In the case of habitual residence, recognition would have prospective effect only, in the sense that an adoption recognised on that basis, but made before the legislation, should be regarded as effective as from the coming into force of the legislation.

55. As with designated country adoptions, recognition should be limited to adoptions of persons below the age of 18 and a recognised adoption should have the same consequences as a domestic adoption. The courts should be entitled to refuse recognition on the basis that recognition would be manifestly contrary to public policy.

Court Declarations as to Adoptions

56. It has been represented to us that the position of persons adopted in other jurisdictions and now living in Ireland might be further improved by giving the courts jurisdiction to declare in any particular case that an adoption order effected in another jurisdiction is valid in Irish law. The production of the relevant court order to various state agencies could well eliminate delays, particularly in those cases where it may be difficult for an administrative official to decide the issue of recognition. This is most likely to be so where the adoption has taken place in a non-designated country. We accordingly recommend that the High Court should be given jurisdiction to make a declaration that the applicant is or is not the adopted child of a named person by virtue of a foreign adoption. The declaration should be available only on the application of the person whose adoptive status is in question and the applicant should be either domiciled or habitually resident in the State at the time of the application. The High Court should have jurisdiction because a declaration is most likely to be sought in cases where the
issue of recognition is complex. We would emphasise that the production of a declaration should not be regarded as a pre-condition to the recognition of a foreign adoption by an administrative authority. There are many cases where the question of recognition could be easily determined without recourse to the courts, especially where the adoption was made in a designated country. It might be desirable in the legislation to include a provision making this clear.

*Cf. Family Law Act 1986 (England), s. 63 of which gives the High Court and County Court jurisdiction to make such declarations.*
CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Legislation should be enacted giving the Minister for Health power to designate countries or jurisdictions whose adoption orders would be recognised in Ireland: para 49.

2. Recognition of such adoption orders should be confined to those made in respect of persons below the age of 18 and to adoptions effected under legislative provisions only: para 50.

3. An adoption order made in a designated country should be regarded as having the same consequences as an adoption order made under the Adoption Acts 1952 to 1998: *ibid*.

4. Doubts as to the validity in Ireland of foreign adoption decrees of countries where one or both of the adopting parents were domiciled at the time of the making of the adoption decree should be removed by legislation in the case of all such adoptions whether effected before or after the enactment of the legislation: para 52.

5. Legislation should further provide for the recognition in Ireland of foreign adoption decrees of countries where one or both of the adopting parents are habitually resident at the date of the making of the decree. In the case of such adoptions, however, recognition of adoption decrees already granted should only take effect as from the coming into force of the proposed legislation: para 53.

6. Recognition should also be limited in these cases to adoption of persons under the age of 18 and recognition should have the same consequences as in a domestic adoption: para 54.

7. These provisions should be without prejudice to the right of the courts in particular cases to refuse recognition on the ground that recognition would be manifestly contrary to public policy: paras 51 and 54.
8. The High Court should be empowered to grant declarations as to the validity of foreign adoption decrees.

APPENDIX

XIII. CONVENTION ON JURISDICTION, APPLICABLE LAW AND RECOGNITION OF DECREES RELATING TO ADOPTIONS

(Concluded November 15, 1965)

The States signatory to the present Convention.
Desiring to establish common provisions on jurisdiction, applicable law and recognition of decrees relating to adoption.

Have resolved to conclude a Convention to this effect and have agreed upon the following provisions:

Article 1

The present Convention applies to an adoption between:

on the one hand, a person who, possessing the nationality of one of the contracting States, has his habitual residence within one of these States, or spouses each of whom, possessing the nationality of one of the contracting States, has his or her habitual residence within one of these States, and

on the other hand, a child who has not attained the age of eighteen years at the time when the application for adoption is made and has not been married and who, possessing the nationality of one of the contracting States, has his habitual residence within one of these States.

Article 2

The present Convention shall not apply where—

a) the adopters neither possess the same nationality nor have their habitual residence in the same contracting State;
b) the adopter or adopters and the child, all possessing the same nationality, habitually reside in the State of which they are nationals;
c) an adoption is not granted by an authority having jurisdiction under article 3.

Article 3

Jurisdiction to grant an adoption is vested in—

a) the authorities of the State where the adopter habitually resides or, in the case of an adoption by spouses, the authorities of the State in which both habitually reside;
b) the authorities of the State of which the adopter is a national or, in the case of an adoption by spouses, the authorities of the State of which both are nationals.

The conditions relating to habitual residence and nationality must be fulfilled both at the time when the application for adoption is made and at the time when the adoption is granted.

Article 4

The authorities who, have jurisdiction under the first paragraph of article 3 shall, subject to the provisions of the first paragraph of article 5, apply their internal law to the conditions governing an adoption.

Nevertheless, an authority having jurisdiction by virtue of habitual residence shall respect any provision prohibiting adoption contained in the national law of the adopter or, in the case of an adoption by spouses, any such provision of their common national law, if such a prohibition has been referred to in a declaration of the kind contemplated in article 13.

Article 5

The authorities who have jurisdiction under the first paragraph of article 3 shall apply the national law of the child relating to consents and consultations, other than those with respect to an adopter, his family or his or her spouse.

If according to the said law the child or a member of his family must appear in person before the authority granting the adoption, the authority shall, if the person concerned is not habitually resident in the State of that authority, proceed, where appropriate, by means of a commission rogatoire.

Article 6

The authorities referred to in the first paragraph of article 3 shall not grant an adoption unless it will be in the interest of the child. Before granting an adoption they shall carry out, through the agency of the appropriate local authorities, a thorough inquiry relating to the adopter or adopters, the child and his family. As far as possible, this inquiry shall be carried out in co-operation with public or private organisations qualified in the field of inter-country adoptions and the help of social workers having special training or having particular experience concerning the problems of adoption.

The authorities of all contracting States shall promptly give all the assistance requested for the purposes of an adoption governed by the present Convention, for this purpose the authorities may communicate directly with each other.

Each contracting State may designate one or more authorities empowered to communicate in accordance with the preceding paragraph.
Article 7

Jurisdiction to annul or to revoke an adoption governed by the present Convention shall be vested in:

a) the authorities of the contracting State in which the person adopted habitually resides at the time when the application to annul or to revoke the adoption is made;

b) the authorities of the State in which at that time the adopter habitually resides or, in the case of an adoption by spouses, both of them habitually reside;

c) the authorities of the State which granted the adoption.

An adoption may be annulled—

a) on any ground permitted by the internal law of the State which granted the adoption; or

b) in accordance with the national law of the adopter or adopters at the time when that adoption was granted in cases where the application to annul is based on failure to comply with a prohibition to which the second paragraph of article 4 applies; or

c) in accordance with the national law of the person adopted at the time when the adoption was granted in cases where the application to annul is based on failure to obtain a consent required by that law.

An adoption may be revoked in accordance with the internal law of the authority exercising jurisdiction.

Article 8

Every adoption governed by the present Convention and granted by an authority having jurisdiction under the first paragraph of article shall be recognised without further formality in all contracting States.

Every decision annulling or revoking an adoption granted by an authority having jurisdiction under article 7 shall be recognised without further formality in all contracting States.

If any question arises in a contracting State with respect to the cognition of such an adoption or decision, the authorities of that State, in considering the jurisdiction of the authority which granted the adoption or which gave the decision, shall be bound by the findings of fact on which that authority based its jurisdiction.

Article 9

When an authority having jurisdiction under the first paragraph of article 3 has granted an adoption, it shall notify this fact to the other State, if any, the authorities of which would have been empowered to grant an adoption under that article, to the State of which the child is a national and to the contracting State where the child was born.
When an authority having jurisdiction under the first paragraph of article 7 has annulled or revoked an adoption, it shall notify this fact to the State the authority of which had granted the adoption, to the State of which the child is a national and to the contracting State where the child was born.

Article 10

For the purposes of the present Convention, an adopter or a child who is stateless or whose nationality is unknown, is deemed to have the nationality of the State of his habitual residence.

Article 11

For the purposes of the present Convention if in the State of which either an adopter or a child is a national, there is more than one legal system in force, references to the internal law or to the authorities of the State of which a person is a national shall be construed as references to the law or to the authorities determined by the rules in force in that State or, if there are no such rules, to the law or to authorities of that system with which the person concerned is most closely connected.

Article 12

The present Convention does not affect provisions of other Conventions relating to adoption binding contracting States at the moment of its entry into force.

Article 13

Any State may, at the time of signature, ratification or accession, with a view to the application of the second paragraph of article 4, make a declaration specifying the provisions of its internal law prohibiting adoptions founded upon—

a) the existence of descendants of the adopter or adopters;
b) the fact that a single person is applying to adopt;
c) the existence of a blood relationship between an adopter and the child;
d) the existence of a previous adoption of the child by other persons;
e) the requirement of a difference in age between adopter or adopters and the child;
f) the age of the adopter or adopters and that of the child;
g) the fact that the child does not reside with the adopter or adopters.
Such declarations may be revoked at any time. The revocation shall be notified to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands. Any declaration which has been revoked shall cease to have effect on the sixtieth day after the notification referred to in the preceding paragraph.

Article 14

Any contracting State may make a declaration specifying the persons deemed to possess its nationality for the purposes of the present Convention. Such declarations and any modification or revocation thereof shall be notified to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands. Any such declaration, modification or revocation shall have effect on the sixtieth day after the notification referred to in the preceding paragraph.

Article 15

The provisions of the present Convention may be disregarded in contracting States only when their observance would be manifestly contrary to public policy.

Article 16

Each contracting State shall designate the authorities having power—

a) to grant an adoption within the meaning of the first paragraph of article 3;
b) to exchange the communications envisaged by the second paragraph of article 6 if it is intended to make use of the power conferred by the third paragraph of article 6;
c) to annul or revoke an adoption under article 7;
d) to receive information in pursuance of article 9.

Each contracting State shall supply the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands with a list of the foregoing authorities and of any subsequent amendments to that list.

Article 17

With a view to the application of article 5, each contracting State shall inform the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands of the provisions of its internal law relating to consents and consultations. Any State making a declaration under article 13 shall inform the said Ministry of the provisions of its internal law relating to the prohibitions specified in that declaration.
A contracting State shall inform the said Ministry of any modification of the provisions mentioned in the first and second paragraphs above.

**Article 18**

The present Convention shall be open for signature by the States represented at the Tenth Session of the Hague Conference on Private International Law.

It shall be ratified and the instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands.

**Article 19**

The present Convention shall enter into force on the sixtieth day after the deposit of the third instrument of ratification referred to in the second paragraph of article 18.

The Convention shall enter into force for each signatory State which ratifies subsequently on the sixtieth day after the deposit of its instrument of ratification.

**Article 20**

Any State not represented at the Tenth Session of the Hague Conference on Private International Law may accede to the present Convention after it has entered into force in accordance with the first paragraph of article 19. The instrument of accession shall be deposited with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands.

The Convention shall enter into force for such a State in the absence of any objection from a State, which has ratified the Convention before such deposit, notified to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands within a period of six months after the date on which the said Ministry has notified it of such accession.

In the absence of any such objection, the Convention shall enter into force for the acceding State on the first day of the month following the expiration of the last of the periods referred to in the preceding paragraph.

**Article 21**

Any State may, at the time of signature, ratification or accession, declare that the present Convention shall extend to all the territories for the international relations of which it is responsible, or to one or more of them. Such a declaration shall take effect on the date of entry into force of the Convention for the State concerned.

At any time thereafter, such extensions shall be notified to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands.

The Convention shall enter into force for the territories mentioned in such an extension on the sixtieth day after the notification referred to in the preceding paragraph.
Article 22

Any State may, not later than the moment of its ratification or accession, reserve the right not to recognise an adoption granted by an authority exercising jurisdiction under sub-paragraph (b) of the first paragraph of article 3, when at the time of the application to adopt the child had his habitual residence within its own territory and did not possess the nationality of the State in which the adoption was granted. No other reservation shall be permitted.

Each contracting State may also, when notifying an extension of the Convention in accordance with article 21, make the said reservation, with its effect limited to all or some of the territories mentioned in the extension.

Each contracting State may at any time withdraw a reservation it has made. Such a withdrawal shall be notified to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands.

Such a reservation shall cease to have effect on the sixtieth day after the notification referred to in the preceding paragraph.

Article 23

The present Convention shall remain in force for five years from the date of its entry into force in accordance with the first paragraph of article 19, even for States which have ratified it or acceded to it subsequently.

If there has been no denunciation, it shall be renewed tacitly every five years.

Any denunciation shall be notified to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands at least six months before the end of the five year period.

It may be limited to certain of the territories to which the Convention applies.

The denunciation shall have effect only as regards the State which has notified it. The Convention shall remain in force for the other contracting States.

Article 24

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands shall give notice to the State referred to in article 18, and to the States which have acceded in accordance with article 20, of the following—

a) the declarations and revocations referred to in article 13;

b) the declarations, modifications and revocations referred to in article 14;

c) the designation of authorities referred to in article 16;
d) the legal provisions and modifications thereof referred to in article

e) the signatures and ratifications referred to in article 18;

f) the date on which the present Convention enters into force in accordance with the first paragraph of article 19:

g) the accessions referred to in article 20 and the dates on which they take effect;

h) the extensions referred to in article 21 and the dates on which they take effect;

i) the reservations and withdrawals referred to in article 22;

j) the denunciations referred to in the third paragraph of article 23.

In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorised thereto, have signed the present Convention.

Done at The Hague, on the 15th day of November, 1965, in the English and French languages, both texts being equally authentic, in a single copy which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the Netherlands, and of which a certified copy shall be sent, through the diplomatic channel, to each of the States represented at the Tenth Session of the Hague Conference on Private International Law.
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